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Adventure Story  

Keeping Holiday Traditions:  

Carvi ng Jack - O - Lanterns 

for Fun & Treats
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Financial Se rvices 

Do you see yourself in this picture?   We  will   advise   you on 

how to  gain and  maintain  financial freedom to live your dream.   

E njoy your lifestyle while planning for your senior years and more!  

Call  1800 - 555 - 7421   and receive your first 30 - minute 

consultation for free. 
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Editor,   

Why are your parents so irresponsible that they allow  

you to live the way you do instead of going to school like  

a normal child? The most you are ever going to be is a  

drifter and a beggar. And it’s all your parents’ fault!    

Yours (not) respectfully,   

Flore nce   March   

Dear  Florence March ,   

I’m sorry if you believe it’s  

irresponsible of my parents to raise me  

the way they do, but it’s  actually  very  

sensible.    

You see, I am  homeschooled,   and I’ve  

learned more that way than I would  

have in a traditional school.   The world  

is my  classroom,   and my loving parents  

are my teachers. I learn more from my  

experiences, than I would while living a  

‘ normal ’   life.  I get my education from a  

multitude of resource s , including  

hands - on experiences.   

Yours truly,   

Brock  Seddon , Editor   
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Dear Mr. Seddon,   

I am an avid reader of “Nomadic Life”   and I’m inspired by the adventures and  

stories that you share with your readers. I hope to see and experience many  

of the things that you do, from seeing bison in the Badlands of South Dakota,  

to discovering and swimming in hot springs.   

I plan to change m y lifestyle to that of a nomad and I’m looking at RVs. I  

would appreciate it if you would let me know if you ever plan on doing an RV  

Special Edition to help those of us who are new to the RV lifestyle.   

Sincerely,   

Harry Fidde   

Dear Mr. Fidde,   

Thank you  for reading “Nomadic Life”. I am happy to hear  

you enjoyed my stories and adventures.    

Due to other readers requesting more information about  

RVing, it is possible that  you will see an   “RV Special Edition”.  

Until then, please keep a close eye out for futur e  

announcements on this subject.   

Yours truly,   

Brock Seddon, Editor   
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Finding  Freedom 

  

  

    

As Manny sat in his  berth   on the boat he lived  

on , he fumed at the unfairness of his world. He  

thought about all the events leading up to his  

latest imprisonment.   

Twelve - year - old   Manuel Cortez is the eldest son  

of Miguel and Jane Cortez.  His two younger  

brothers, Edwardo, and Jose   are   much younger  

at seven and five years old respectively. Manny  

lived and attended school s   in Anchorage,  

Alaska , but this all changed about three years   

ago.   

    

  

  

Story &  A rtwork by Brock Seddon   

  

Manny went to one school after another,  

managing to get himself expelled from each  

one.  H e disrupted the class es , fought with the  

teachers, destroyed  property,   and bullied his  

peers.   He even managed to get kicked  off the  

school bus and off the youth soccer team. He  

felt totally justified for all his actions and his  

anger at being punished continued to build.   

His parents were forced to homeschool Manny  

when the schools wouldn’t take him back.  

Counselors were brought   into his home to work  

with him, but this only infuriated him further. At  

one point, he ran away by stealing  Edwa r do’s    
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bike and racing off. He blindly rode into the side  

of a neighbor’s car and hid out behind a nearby  

school. This was the first time the police were  

brought in to find him.   

Manny was taken to doctors and put on several  

different types of medication to help control his  

anger and behavior issues. These medications  

made him depressed and tired, and often  

resulted in even stranger behaviors. Finally,  

when his parents felt he was  too dangerous to  

have in the home around his little brothers and  

pets, they left him at Westgate  Sanitarium,   a  

mental hospital for juveniles.   

Betrayed, drugged, depressed. Manny was now  

eight   years old and had virtually no education,  

no family and lived in fear of the other hospital  

patients who were all much older and often  

more violent than he was. He wasn’t very well  

liked and was often the target of their own  

problems. Being clever, Manny  managed to get  

out of his room one night and slipped into the  

neighboring room to attack another patient.  

The police were brought in and further built - up  

Manny’s record and reputation.     

After several more incidences, Manny was  

sitting alone at a table in t he cafeteria and  

realized for the first time, just how alone he  

was. At that moment, he decided he hated God.  

Hated Him for taking him from his family,  

friends, and home.    

“God hates me so much, ”   he thought,  “ He  

never listens to me!” In confirmation  of   his   

thoughts, the ground shuddered, and a chunk  

of the ceiling plaster fell on the table, missing  

him by only inches. Manny climbed under his  

table as dishes fell, patients panicked and  

screamed, and the lights flickered and went out.  

Everyone was trapped in  the darkness and  

there was no way out because the electronic  

doors would not open to release them from the  

crumbling building.   

Once the earthquake settled into a quiet  

trembling, emergency lights came on and dimly  

lit the dusty room. The patients started t o quiet  

back down and only a few continued to  

whimper and cry. Manny crawled out from  

under his table and piles of ceiling plaster to  

look around. He didn’t see an earthquake. He  

saw God’s anger. God  

must have been  

listening after all!   

  Life couldn’t get   

much worse for  

Manny.    
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The hospital was so damaged from the colossal 

earthquake that the staff had to re-home the 

patients. They reached out to the Alaskan foster 

homes, other hospitals, and the patients’ 

relatives. Manny watched as one child after 

another left, but no one was willing to take him. 

When he was the last patient remaining, a 

miracle happened! 

The doors opened and in came two familiar 

looking people. It wasn’t until they spoke that 

he recognized their faces and knew they were 

there for him. They were his Uncle Jose and 

Aunt Nina! He hadn’t seen them since he was 

five years old. Aunt Nina opened her arms and 

Manny threw himself at her with joy and relief. 

As Manny walked outside with his aunt and 

uncle, he looked at the strange box with wheels 

that Uncle Jose was unlocking. Aunt Nina smiled 

when she saw his puzzled expression. ‘’That’s 

an RV. We’re nomads, Manny,’’ she explained.  

Manny asked, “What’s a nomad?”  

‘’A nomad is an explorer or an adventurer,” 

Aunt Nina said. “Now do you understand, 

Manny?”  

‘’Yes ma’am,’’ he answered politely, although 

he did not really understand. 

Weeks later, they drove out of Alaska and Uncle 

Jose asked Manny ‘’You going to miss it?’’.  

‘’Miss what?’’ Manny asked.  

‘’Alaska, ‘’ Uncle Jose pressed.  

‘’Nope!’’ Manny scowled blackly as he voiced 

his denial. 

 ‘’Interesting,’’ Uncle Jose mumbled. 

 In fact, Manny hated Alaska; hated it because 

of what it reminded him of. To him it signified 

the family he had been taken from, the friends 

he had lost, and worst of all, Westgate 

Sanitarium. 

One of the first things that Aunt Nina and Uncle 

Jose did was pull Manny off the various 

medications that he was on. They also began 

counseling him to control his behavior and 

homeschooled him. He had to do math, 

reading, writing, and Bible studying. He didn’t 

mind math or writing and enjoyed reading but 

hated Bible studies. He fought the idea that God 

was good. 

Manny grabbed his journal and began to jot 

down what he recalled of his adventures during 

the time that his aunt and uncle owned the RV. 

(They all lived on a boat now.) He giggled as he 

remembered the time a squirrel had somehow 

managed to invade the RV and raided every 

cabinet. He smiled as he recalled eating 

popcorn as he watched a glorious sunset on the 

Badlands while in South Dakota. Manny loved 

that life, but he liked the boat better because 

he could be on the ocean. 

 Manny 

realized that 

things about 

him were 

changing. For 

one thing, he 

had learned to 

control his 

anger which was a HUGE feat. He also gained 

confidence with his education, took pride in 

himself, and learned to love nature! He realized 

that only God could have created Earth and 

everything on it! 

While Manny sat in his berth, he thought about 

his situation. The reason he was put in his room 

in the first place was because he had told Aunt 

Nina that God was stupid. As he thought about 

it, a realization came like a slap to his face. He 

was actually better off here than in Alaska! 

 Manny grabbed his Children’s Bible, flipped to 

the story about Joseph, and quickly read it. He 

realized that there were defined parallels in the 

...continued from page 6 SHORT STORY 
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story to his  own  life. Both he and Joseph had  

been taken from their homes, had been angry  

at their brothers, and were now in a position to  

help themselves  to be better people and serve a  

purpose !     

At that moment, Manny wanted to be good, not  

just  for himself, but for his a unt and uncle , too .  

“God means to help me , ”   he realized. ‘’I’m  

going to be a better person, but it’s not gonna  

be easy .   I have my bad attitude, decisions, and  

reputation to overcome. I can’t do it by myself,  

but I’ve got   help .   I’m going to give it everythi ng  

I’ve got!”   

And that’s just what Manny set out to do.     
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POETRY COLLECTION I 
  

1 2  

( Limerick ) 

2022  Limerick Contest 

Award Winner! 

I would like to thank Daniel Schwabauer and   Tineke  for taking the time to read all the 

entries and doing the difficult job of judging the poetry. Most of all, thanks for  

explaining to all of us what qualities in writing you are teaching and  looking for.   

...Brock S.  
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The Badlands ( Line break Poetry )  

Of all of the places on land or sea,     

T he South Dakota Badlands   are   the place for me .  

There are awe inspiring plateaus   

Wh ere  mountain goats lay in rows.   

Breath taking views on the sunny side,   

Hot at day and  cold at night,   

The Badlands aren’t a very good place to bide,  

Although they are an amazing sight.   

In the Badlands t here   were   m agnificent sights   

And  lots of  h eavenly delights .   

Whenever I see  rugged terrain   

To the Badlands, memory brings   me back  again .   

*** *****************************************************************************  

NOMAD ( Acrostic Poetry )  

N ever in one place .   

O pportunities abound .   

M emories are created .   

A lways on the move .   

D iscovering new experienc es .  

1 3  
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( Cinquain )  

The Corals   

Coral   

Reefs are awesome   

Bright homes for fish and eels,   

Like sharks, sea urchins, starfish, crabs  

Reside.   

*************************************************************************************  

( Line Break Poetry )   

South Dakota’s Prairie Dogs 

In the Badlands there are prairie dogs all around,   

Prairie dogs barking here and there upon the ground.  

Eating  grass they grow and grow,   

Digging holes down they go.   

In the Badlands I am glad,  

To see them scampering 

about, never sad.   

Prairie dogs are like barking 

squirrels,   

But while they may bark, they 

never seek quarrels.   
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Jellyfish Chowder 

The life of a nomad is wondrous because  

it is a life of constant learning and  

exploration.  Experiencing other cultures  

and new foods are   just  a small part of  

what it means to be a nomad.   Today, I will 

be tasting a new seafood dish.   

Jellyfish are   extremely good for you .   

They  ha ve   low calories, virtually no fat,  

contains important minerals and is a great 

source of  high - quality   protein   and  

collagen . Asians have known this for years 

and make several types of dishes from  

selected varieties of   jellyfish.    

The   only  jellyfish I’ve ever  ate   is  the  

Cannonball  Jellyfish, which is  so low in  

toxins that they have very little, if any  

effect on humans. Cannonb alls are the  

third largest commercial fishing industry 

in Georg ia   as these sea creatures are  

found in great numbers on the southern  

Atlantic coast of the U.S.    

Although I  did   my research, I   still   had my 

reservations . T he idea of eating such a  

weird - lookin g creature was  not appealing.   

However, when a bowl of hot Jellyfish  

Chowder was placed before me,  my  

hesitations evaporated!   

The delightful aroma hinted of smokey 

bacon and seafood. I could see bits of  

chopped and vegetables and meat in a  

creamy broth. I  dipped my spoon in for 

my first taste.     

  What an amazing flavor! This soup tasted 

just like Clam Chowder. If no one told me  

I was eating Jellyfish, I would have never  

guessed.  The bits of Jellyfish were  

chewy just like clams.  This chowder  

quickly made it t o the top of my favorite  

food list.   

Most Americans don’t realize that while  

they are buying over - priced and over - 

processed collagen, the Asians are eating 

jellyfish that is rich in  high quality     
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collagen   that is  inexpensive   and 100% 

natural , not mention unprocessed.   

I highly recommend :  

• D o  you r own research before

consuming  Jellyfish .

• Properly clean and process the

correct types of Jellyfish to

avoid complications from toxins.

• Incorporate Jellyfish into your

diet for important nutrients such

as omegas 3 and 6, selenium, and

polyphenols to name a few.

Here are a few online resources to read 

and learn more about Jellyfish:   

Jellyfish by Wikipedi a   

Health Benefits of Jellyfis h  

Benefits & Recipe s   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jellyfish_as_food#:~:text=Some%20species%20of%20jellyfish%20are,considered%20to%20be%20a%20delicacy.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jellyfish_as_food#:~:text=Some%20species%20of%20jellyfish%20are,considered%20to%20be%20a%20delicacy.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jellyfish_as_food#:~:text=Some%20species%20of%20jellyfish%20are,considered%20to%20be%20a%20delicacy.
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/can-you-eat-jellyfish
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/can-you-eat-jellyfish
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/can-you-eat-jellyfish
https://www.healthifyme.com/blog/jellyfish/
https://www.healthifyme.com/blog/jellyfish/
https://www.healthifyme.com/blog/jellyfish/
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( Senyru )  

 Contest Winner !2022 
 

1) ANALOTNI PARSK   ____________ ___ 9)  TREESDS _______________  

2) SAVEC   ____________ ___    NTIIGVSI10) _______________  

3) ASOSTLBIA     ____________ ___   OCNTOCU ETSER 11)     _______________

4) TSREOFS     ____________ ___   HSTLEO12) _______________   

5) HGFIINS    ____________ ___   13) MSSUEUM _______________   

6) ERRVIS    _____________ __   14) IGCYLNCIB   _______________  

7) REBYR GKIICPN        ______ ______ ___ 15) NKAYIAGK   _______________  

8) DAYNS CSHEEBA     ____________ ___ 16) INSIWMMG   _______________  

BE A NOMAD
Word Scramble Puzzle  

Answer Key in Nov./Dec. 2022 Edition of NOMADIC LIFE MAGAZINE  
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( Senyru )  

  Nomads do more with  

  Less, but some people have less 

  To use than nomads!

      **********************************************************************  

   ( Haiku ) 

Warm sunshine...blue skies 

Clouds approach on horizon. 

A storm’s coming fast!    
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P UZZLE   

2 2  
Created by Brock Seddon using  

Word Search Generator on Super  
Teacher  Worksheets  

( www.superteacherworksheets.com )  

Use the decoder box above to solve this crypto - quote. 

Answer Key will be in the Nov./Dec. 2022 Edition of 

NOMADIC LIFE MAGAZINE.   
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2 3  

While I have biked many of Florida’s  

trails , there is one in particular that I  

remember because of something very  

frightening. This, my friend, is my tale .  

In The Beginning  

I sat   in the RV   doing my homework when  

Papa, deciding to go for a bike ride, asked 

me if I wanted to go with him .    

I looked up from my math and said with  

relief ,   “Sure, anything is better than  

doing math on a nice day like this . ”  Then  

I  filled up my water bottle , got my bike,  

put on my helmet, and declared that I  

was ready.  I might have chosen to do    

my math instead if I had known what was 

going to happen that day .   

Riding on the Trail  

The wind cool ed  me off  and   the  trees  

shaded me. I t was a perfect day   except  

f or the mare’s tales and mackerel scales 

on the horizon. These are cloud  

formations that precede high winds and  

storms.  “ Look at the sky, Pop , aren’t you  

afraid that it’s going to rain?”    

“ Nope , it isn’t likely. The weather  

forecast showed full sun all day . ” I  

wanted to say that I hoped he was right, 

but I didn’t.   

Then   we stopped. We saw a boar.   “Do you 

see  that ?” Papa asked in a  quiet   whisper.   

“ Yeah , ” I whispered back, “look how fat 

that porker is. Imagine  if that was a  

Christmas ham ...”    

Bear Tales and Mackerel Scales
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2 4  

Papa nodded, “Yeah, and look how sharp  

its   teeth and tusks are.  It’s   a good thing  

that it is more afraid of us than we’re of 

him. Wouldn’t wan t to  tang le   with that  

boar , ”   he ended.   

The Hill of Sandstone  

After we had biked long enough to get  

tired, we stopped for a lunch break.  

While Papa sat on a log to eat, I munched 

on a food bar as I climbed up a mountain  

of sand and rocks.   It was almost like a  

fortress built for defense in a war. I  

imagined there were   turrets, towers, and 

guards.   

Scrambl ing up the vast wall of sheer  

sandstone, the piece of rock I was  

clutching broke away .   I careened down 

the side of the hill, scraping my hands  

and knees, which made it very  

uncomfortable when we started riding  

again.   

Wild Weather  

“Hurry!” I yelped as th e merciless rains  

beat down on us. The winds had picked up, 

the air had changed,  lightning was  

striking everywhere. I was constantly  

fearing that it would strike us . Futilely  

Papa and I ran and biked against the  

fierce wind. I was panting, and cold...and  

w et !   I could hardly move from fatigue and 

the stiffness  of  my joint s.   

Finally, the storm became so bad that we 

had to park our bikes and huddle on a  

bank under an old wooden bridge, hoping  

for the best.   

After what seemed like hours later, the 

weather abated   enough for us to mount  

our bikes again. Soaked to our skins, we  

set off at a dogged pace for the RV.   
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Wildlife  

Just when I was thinking that I had had  

enough adventure for one day and that  

nothing more could possibly go wrong, a  

black bear emerged from the bushes  

ahead. Papa and I did everything we could  

to avoid direct confrontation. We  

stopped our bikes waiting t o see if the  

bear would move off the path. Instead of  

leaving the path, the bear charged  

towards us. We both knew that the  

likelihood of outrunning or out biking the  

bear was very slim., but Papa had  

prepared for this emergency. Whipping  

out his can of bea r spray, he shot a jet of 

it at the fear some   creature.   

The spray   hit the black bear on the  

muzzle and went right up its nose. With a 

roar of rage and pain, the bear raked the 

air with its claws and then disappeared  

into the bushes again.    

N eedless t o say, this incident kept our  

nerves on edge for quite a while. Even to 

this day, I never go bike riding on any  

trails in Florida without can of bear  

spray.    

Home Sweet Home  

It was dark by the time we got back to  

the RV. We were drenched, so we dried 

off,   changed clothes, ate a cold supper, 

and went to bed.   

I was very tired and was almost asleep,  

when all of the sudden...Boom! The storm  

returned! Lightning flashed, thunder  

roared, and the storm battered the RV in 

its fury.    

But I didn’t care. I drifted off   to a well - 

earned sleep, knowing that my home would 

keep me safe and sound.   
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Answer Key in  Nov/Dec  2022   Edition of 

NOMADIC LIFE MAGAZINE.   

Created by Brock Seddon using Word Search 

Generator on Super Teacher Worksheets  
( www.superteacherworksheets.com )   
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Thanks for reading the Sept/Oct 2022 issue of 

NOMADIC LIFE MAGAZINE !   

If you enjoyed reading the articles and stories, you 

won’t want to miss the next Holiday Special Edition 

coming out next month.   

Subscribe now to ensure you don’t miss the next  

exciting issue packed full of stories, recipes, poetry, 

and my reviews on the new 2023 RV models hitting  

the showrooms now!   

Join me, Brock Seddon, on my next  

adventure as I travel from Fort Pierce  to  

Key Biscayne !  See what I see while traveling 

on Fine - A - Lee, our sailboat and home.   

Click this link:  

  Fort Pierce to e Key Biscayn !  

Don’t forget to “Like” and Subscribe so you don’t 

miss the next adventure.   

https://youtu.be/5dgnePxfLzg
https://youtu.be/5dgnePxfLzg
https://youtu.be/5dgnePxfLzg
https://youtu.be/5dgnePxfLzg
https://youtu.be/5dgnePxfLzg
https://youtu.be/5dgnePxfLzg
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HITCH 
 
HIKER’S HITCHING POST

Being a nomad  does not   mean being a hermit. With a Hitch   H iker’s Hitching 
Post account, you will find your soulmate and/or travel companion. 

  

* Friend * Cook

*Companion * Money Bag

*Navigator * Soulmate

FREE! 

Go to  m www.hitchhikershitchingpost.co   or (800) 555 - 2345  now. 

Your perfect First Mate is just a click away.

Create your account today and get your first month  

http://www.hitchhikershitchingpost.com/
http://www.hitchhikershitchingpost.com/
http://www.hitchhikershitchingpost.com/

